Start from Panmure Train Station, Ellerslie-Panmure Highway.

1. Cross over the highway.
2. Turn left < onto walkway-cycleway that runs alongside Te Horeta Road.
3. Turn left < at the end and cross the bridge over Te Horeta Road.
4. Turn right > into Ireland Road.
5. Turn right > onto the Panmure Basin walkway (walking anti-clockwise).
6. Turn left < after crossing the Jubilee Bridge and follow the path around the edge of the lagoon.
7. Turn right > into Cleary Road.
8. Turn right > into Ireland Road.
9. Turn left < onto the Ellerslie-Panmure Highway and return to the start.

If travelling by car there is parking in Cleary Road or William Harvey Place off Mt Wellington Highway.

Description: Mostly level path, only 2 slight inclines. Suitable for users of average fitness and mobility. Running shoes suitable in dry weather.

To see: Mt Wellington, boats, water birds

Time: approx. 45 minutes. (about 4 kms)

Buses: Queens Road, Panmure
Trains: Panmure Train Station
Journey Planner—http://www.maxx.co.nz
Cafés: None nearby

Public toilets: 3 blocks within basin area

Children’s playgrounds: Cleary Road, Ireland Road, Petersen Reserve

Dogs: On leash only

Seats and tables only

Nearby Attractions: Lagoon Leisure and Fitness Centre, Lagoon Drive, Panmure. Mini Train rides Sundays 1pm-4pm. Queens Road Panmure for ethnic food.

Nearby Walk: Mt Wellington Explorer

The 1.5-kilometre-diameter Panmure Basin erupted about 18,000 years ago. The crater was formed by a series of wet explosions that threw up volcanic ash. Water filled the crater after the volcanic activity ceased.